'The main difference between the elastic and inelastic case is that the matrix element < N* 'JCL P > vanishes in the limit of zero momentum I 1 transfer between P and N* since they are in different isospin multiplets.
In the physical inelastic process the momentum transfer between Y* and p is space-like and of order the K-mass while 'the derivation which connects the matrix element < NiC I I 0 *-l--t VP P > with the process K'p --f K N requires this momentum transfer to be time-like and equal to the K-meson mass. The Assuming that the extrapolation can be made, the K", + K"X* cross-section can be estimated by determining the matrix element < N* from the experimentally measured photoproduction cross-section, induces some uncertainty in the evaluation of the matrix element which arises from the amount the photoproduction cross-section which is alloted to background. We take as the matrix element < N++iV;( > =fi < ,+!V;!P > where the factor *& 6 is approximate coming from the photoproduction data.
The resultant cross-section is 
In addition the cross-section for the background process K'p +sr+p K" may be calculated by evaluating the matrix element < n+p Vi I I P > which can be computed to first order in q and Kl-K2 by using PCAC for the pion and taking advantage of the conservation of the isovector current. (11) 
The observed rapid fall of the inelastic cross-section shortly after the threshold for K'p -+ K"N *++ cannot be explained by current algebras and low energy theorems. However, we conjecture that the rapid fall may be due to the onset of the p-wave unitarity limit which the theoretical expression reaches just at the peak of the experimental cross-section.
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